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Welcome to Noble Laser! Here we will show you our E-light beauty equipment.

By taking advantage of skin’s selective absorption on light, the E-light beauty machine generates light at different

wavelengths to induce the pyrolysis of lesion tissues in epidermis and dermis, thus achieving beauty effect. As the light

energy and RF energy in E light system can be independently controlled, the E-light beauty equipment can be controlled to

generate relatively low light energy and high RF energy, so as to reduce the risk of epidermis burning during wrinkle

removal, speckle eliminating and skin rejuvenation processes.

Noble E-light beauty equipment falls into Eos Super and Eos Portable series which are subdivided into 6 models. Eos Super

series vertical E light beauty machines are equipped with 8.4 inch display screen and the power supply is 800W. While Eos

Portable series are portable machines with 5.7 inch LCD, and the power supply is 400W. They are all CE certified, and

widely used in professional beauty hospitals, clinics, spas, salons, laser beauty institutions and beauty salons, etc.

Applications

E-light beauty equipment can be used to remove color spot, unwanted body hair, especially fine hair and treat

telangiectasis. It’s also used to eliminate wrinkles, whiten and soften skin, and improve the sensitive skin effectively.

Advantages

1. With huge water tank and semiconductor cooling system, our E-light beauty equipment can work 24 hours continuously.

2. Noble E light beauty machinery has three kinds of handpiece for you to choose, integrated high power handpiece,

handpiece with five filters, portable handpiece with 4 adjustable gem heads. Integrated high power handpiece with output

energy 20 percent higher than the others is our patented product.

3. Noble E-light beauty machine comes with 8.4 or 10.4 inch LCD real color touch screen and it has five different

wavelength filters for your option.

4. Using both IPL and bipolar RF technologies, our beauty equipment can achieve deeper skin penetration.

5. Designed with wheels, this beauty instrument is convenient for transportation.

6. With expert control system, the beauty machine is able to adjust the parameters according to the skin color of

customers automatically.

7. The exterior cover of this equipment is anticorrosive due to our adoption of the best painting system. The color of crusts

can be chosen according to customer’s requirement.

8. E-light beauty equipment is packed with aluminium plane cases, most suitable for long distance sea transportation.

Technical parameters of E-light beauty equipment 

Model: Eos Super-A, Eos Super-B, Eos Super-C, Eos Portable-A, Eos Portable-B, Eos Portable-C

Lamp-house Super intense pulsed light

Range of Spectrum 480-1200nm: remove acne

530 -1200nm: speckle treatment

560 -1200nm: skin rejuvenator

590-1200nm: remove vessel

640 -1200nm: remove unwanted hair

690-1200nm: remove unwanted hair

RF Frequency 6MHZ

RF Maximum Out Maximum:100J/CM3

Density of Energy 50J/cm2

Size of Spot 8*40mm2/16*40 mm2

Amount of Pulse 2~6, adjustable

Interval of Pulse 1~99ms, adjustable

Sub-pulse Width 0.1~9.9ms, adjustable

Cycle 1~4s, adjustable

Cooling Way semi-conductor cooling

Screen 8.4/10.4 inch color touch screen

Power Supply 220V ±10% 50Hz, 110V ±10% 60Hz

In addition to E light beauty equipment, we also provide IPL skin rejuvenation equipment, laser tattoo removal machine,

and body slimming machine, etc. We provide all our beauty apparatus with one year quality guarantee and lifelong

maintenance services. When as many as 50 sets of beauty machines are purchased, we will offer a set of accessories, free

of charge. These accessories worth 1/2 of the beauty machine itself. Usually, we can deliver goods in three work days.

If you want to know more about our beauty equipment, please go to related product pages or contact us directly.
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